ThermoWraps

The three layer design guarantees maximum coverage of patient’s skin surface
without interfering with Surgical area.
One-Piece

Body shaped garment that facilitates wrapping of your patient

85% body area coverage

Optimal conductive energy transfer

Maximum heat transfer

High velocity flow rate for maximum heat transfer

Precision

ThermoRegulates in concert with Allon

Soft mesh garment

Biocompatible, Latex Free

Uncomplicated

Secured by Hook and Loop strips

Variable

Permits exposure of multiple surgical area alternatives.

Safe

Irritation free

Anywhere, Anytime

Safe in X-ray, Cath Lab, CT scan, MRI and during defibrillation

Risk Free

Disposable to avoid risk of infections

Clutter free

One tube

Disposable

No infection issues

We fit all

Varying Pediatric and Adult sizes, according to weight and height

Universal ThermoWrap

Normothermia Management Solutions
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Approach for

Normothermia Management

ALLON System

Warming Improves Outcome and Reduces Complications

The Allon is a revolutionary system that controls your patients temperature throughout all stages of surgery. The
anesthesiologist chooses the excat desired core temperature and the Allon does the rest.

Mild hypothermia in the perioperative period has been associated with adverse outcomes, including impaired drug

Just Set the desired patient temperature and apply the ThermoWrap garment.
Temperature preservation commences.

Simple. Safe. Effective

Clinically Proven as Effective Non-Invasive Approach to Maintaining Normothermia in
your Surgical Patients

metabolism, prolonged recovery from anesthesia, cardiac morbidity, surgical bleeding, wound infections, and postoperative
shivering. Maintaining patient normothermia pre-, peri- and post-operatively is a critical element of preventing these
complications.
According to the Guideline Statement for the Maintenance of Normothermia in the Perioperative Patient from the Association

Optimal Solution for Normothermia Maintenance
Prevent Hypothermia

of Surgical Technologists (AST), “Measures to monitor and maintain body temperature should begin in the pre-operative

Preoperatively- Allon is the Optimal solution for early initiation of warming therapy during preparations for surgery.

phase and continue into the postoperative phase of the surgical procedure. Maintaining normothermia in the perioperative

Intra-Operatively- eliminate the rapid decrease in core temperature following anesthetic induction.

patient is a collaborative effort between the anesthesia provider, the surgeon, perioperative personnel and perianesthesia
personnel.” 1

Post Operatively- Reduce thermal stress events after extubation and reduce length of stay.

"The standard of care is to monitor temperature during general anesthesia and to maintain normothermia unless
otherwise specifically indicated". 2

Pediatric Surgery

Controlled clinical studies at several centers conducting transplants
and general surgery compared Routine Thermal Care (I.V. fluid
warming and convective air systems) to the Allon. Allon was more
effective and faster recovery was shown4.

Precise Control

Allon's algorithm for Core temperature control offers precise preservation of programmed Set Point
temperature. Continuous temperature feedback from the patient enables automatic temperature
regulation and monitoring;

General Surgery

Patients undergoing open abdominal surgery were enrolled in one
of two intraoperative temperature management groups- either the
Allon water circulating garment or forced-air suits.
It was concluded that "The investigated water warming system, by
virtue of its ability to deliver heat to a greater percentage of the body,
results in better maintenance of intraoperative normothermia".6

Maintenance of Normothermia is Essential During All Phases of the Surgical Procedure

Three Suitable Layers Designed
Especially for ALLON System

Cardiac Surgery

A retrospective analysis was performed on two surgery types: CABG and OPCAB.
The conclusion states that Allon reduces the risks of hypothermia by successfully maintaining body temperature in a narrow
normothermic range. The Allon system protects the myocardium from perioperative damage, enhances immune response to cardiac
stress and OPCAB patients benefit from maintenance of normothermia throughout the procedure5.
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